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George Hunt and The Big Bad Bank to premier on 
truTV 

 
Colorado businessman and founder of The Big Bad Bank documentaries is currently filming for truTV in 

Hollywood California. 
 

George Washington Hunt, the host of the popular documentary The Big Bad Bank, is currently filming with 
producers of the truTV, television part of Turner Broadcasting System which is owned by Time Warner.  The 
message of The Big Bad Bank and more specifically, George Washington Hunt, has spread around the world in 
the last few months to the extent that Hunt was officially invited for a production in Hollywood California. “Its 
Amazing, people all over the world are responding to my Documentary, we received donations from as far 
away as Greece and now truTV is going to have me on a nationally televised TV show.  I am thrilled,” said 
Hunt.       
 
According to Time Warner, truTV was formally known as Court TV until December 31, 2007, when the 
channel changed to producing reality, or using the official term, “actuality" television. Currently truTV 
produces several popular shows and has in interactive website that is based on its more popular programs.  
 
The Big Bad Bank documentary was produced earlier this year and is based on George Washington Hunt’s 
personal experiences and documented accounts of several members of elitist type of groups, some of which 
founded the banking industry. According to Hunt, “I remember in the early eighties, I was giving seminars and 
attending functions about the banking industry, the sheer amount of abuse of power and elitists activities that I 
witnessed was un-imaginable that I started to do something about it. I released The Big Bad Bank documentary 
to inform the public of what I experienced.” 
 
The details of the truTV produced show and air times are still to be determined. Filming will drew to a close 
whithen the next few days at which time Hunt will return to Boulder Colorado to continue his work on his life-
long project that is The Big Bad Bank Documentaries. 
  
About The Big Bad Bank Documentaries: 
The Big Bad Bank is the documentary created by George Washington Hunt that exposes an elaborate deception 
created by the banking and finance industry. To find out more about The Big Bad Bank or to watch the related 
documentaries please visit http://www.thebigbadbank.com 
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